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ALLENDALE APPROVES VOTE DRIVE
i a hied for further study by the 
Board. However, when brought 
up again Monday, the Board was 
s till unsure  about a 
p re - r e g is t r a t io n ,  3 O-day 
residency requirement. The 
p o ssib ility  of such a 
requirement, which the WMVRC 
said didn’t exist, had caused the
by Dennis Abraham
Prodded by a large turnout of 
students and faculty at their 
meeting last Monday night, the 
Allendale Township Board gave 
its approval for authorizing 
members of the G.V.S.C'. 
community to register new 
voters on campus.
The impetus for this action 
came primarily from the local 
chapter of the West Michigan 
Voter Registration Committee, 
headed by Josh Austin. Monday 
marked the second consecutive 
appeal for such action by 
Austin. His first request for 
Deputy registrars on campus was
first postponement of Austin's 
motion.
This issue was settled when 
the board decided, after a 
discussion with the audience, the 
residency requirement was not 
necessary and that an eligible 
voter may register immediately 
upon moving into the Township
In its decision on the request, 
the board did not vote 
unanimously, one member 
abstained.
In the ensuing discussion 
following the presentation of the 
registration proposal, the 
township Board was somewhat 
hesitant to provide such a service 
for the campus residents, 
because registration is already 
available at the Township Hall
One Board member pointed 
out that if the students could 
come to the Township Hall to 
vote, they could come to register 
as well. Answering this 
objection. Wilbur Walkoe. Grand 
Valley mathematics instructor, 
explained that since registration 
was possible at any time, 
effective transportation pools 
could not be organized for those 
students lacking transportation. 
However, since elections were 
held on a specific day, such 
pools would be workable. Also 
working in favor of the 
registration committee’s motion 
was the precedent set by the city 
of Grand Rapids, in Droviding 
youthful deputy registrars on
campus as wen as m the city 
itself.
These recent actions are not 
the first such efforts. Farlier in 
the fall, John Henderson, from 
GV’s Geology department, had 
offered his services to register 
voters, primarily on campus. He 
was turned down by the Board 
because they felt that at that 
time campus registration was not 
necessary
Fnding the discussion on an 
affirmative note, the Board 
iffcred to deputize Henderson, 
three other adults, auu one 
student, a distinction, though 
overlooked, Henderson objected 
to in light of the new age of 
majority law. Accepting the 
proposal, registration committee 
members agreed this registration 
team would be authorized to 
sign up new voters for a limited 
p e r io d .  T h i r ty  days, 
commencing some time after the 
beginning of the winter term, 
was tenatively agreed upon by 
both parties. During this short 
time, the registration committee 
hopes to conduct an intensive 
registration drive to sign up all 
residents of Allendale Township 
found on campus.
The meeting ended with the 
Board thanking the members of 
the audience for their concern in 
Township affairs, and in return, 
the members of the Registration 
committee thanked the Board 
for its cooperation.
Transfers Up
ShoNaNa
ShaNaNa Here Saturday
by Yonny
Dec. 4 is the day you can get 
out your black leather jacket 
(the one with the rivets on it, 
and that says ‘T he Dragons** on 
the back), wear your white 
socks, and slick back your hair. 
That’s the day Sha Na Na is 
coming. Along with Sha Na Na 
will be Sam Lay and His Band, 
playing Chicago blues.
Sha Na Na is twelve guys who 
banded together two yean ago 
to preserve, protect, defend and 
promote Good Old Rock And 
Roll, specifically the rock and 
roil o f i s  I950’s. This period is 
known as the Classic -  or 
Grecian -  or Grease -  era of 
rock. Sha Na Na lives up to their 
goals vwually and musically
They appear with sbcked-back 
DA haircuts. goM lame suits, 
undershirts and dirty jeans. They
carry packs o f cigarettes in their 
rolled up summer shirt sleeves. 
The gleam in their eyes is 
perhaps more than stage
presence. Sha Na Na may be 
satire, but like all good satire it 
is played seriously, and 
sometimes the actors can’t tell if 
they’re kidding or not.
Sha Na Na garnered the 
all-time encore record at
Fillmore West (five). They
played a thirty minute set at the 
Fillmore East which earned 
them ten standing ovations -  in 
the days when Fillmore ovations 
meant something. And they
wiped out the Woodstock 
Festival with their inspired
The twelve gentlemen (or 
howlers, or hoods, or scholars, 
or aU o f the proceeding) who
.emprise Sha Na Na come from 
all over the country -  Idaho, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Missouri, New Jersey, New York 
and Virginia. Their names are 
Jocko, Bruno, Jof, Screamin’, 
Scooter, ’T he Kid,” Bauser, 
Lenny, Donny, Chris, Gino and 
Butch. We don’t know their 
astrological signs (some of the 
guys claim they don’t have any) 
but we do know they like giving 
good shows.
The CCA sponsored concert 
will be hdd in the fieldbouae. 
Doom open at 8:00 pm. Tickets 
are S3 at the door and S2 
advance. Advance tickets may be 
purchased at the Bookstore, in 
the Commons, or in the CT 
Room. Advance tickets wifi be 
sold only on campus for this
A 65% increase in transfer 
students from Michigan’s public 
junior and community colleges 
was registered this fall as Grand 
Valley State College entered the 
second year of its policy of 
acceptance of Associate Degrees 
as fulfillment of general 
education requirements. GVSC 
tran sfe rs  from Michigan 
two-year institutions rose from 
24 in fall 1970 to 406 in fa!! 
1971.
Eliminating the need for 
transferring students to 
complete two sets o f required 
general education studies, Grand 
Valley accepts Associate o f Arts 
or of Science degrees from 
public two-year Michigan 
colleges as the equivalent o f its 
College o f Arts and Sciences 
foundation auu y«w nttstiCi!
requirements. Initiating pohey 
resolution was adopted by 
GVSC’s Board or Control in 
February 1970.
"The policy in no *»* 
indicates a dilution of 
standards,” R. Brace Tweddaie, 
Grand Valley registrar states. 
"Students must meet adnauoas 
standards o f GVSC, based on 
grade point averages from their 
anginal two-year coHcgm. Nor
do all transfers automatically 
enter as junior year students. 
Their transferable courses must 
total 85 quarter hours of credit 
to fulfill this requirement, just as 
those completing their first two 
years at Grand Valley. However, 
when transfers with A.A. or A.S. 
degrees from Michigan public- 
tw o-year institutions are 
admitted, all requirements for 
distribution and foundation 
courses are waived.’’
GVSC President Arend D. 
Lubbers stated earlier this year. 
"This policy is a public 
expression of our faith in the 
community and junior college 
system of Michigan, and o f our 
willingness to work with these 
institutions to fulfill the 
educational responsibility of 
public  higher education 
requirements.**
T h e p o licy  received  
commendation this sim m er 
from The Michigan Association 
of CoBssisi? Registrars and 
Admissions Officers in its 
proposal to all state institutions 
recommending "adoption of a 
state-wide code — 
banc principles and curricula for 
transfer students.”
by l)r Arnold Werner,
Question: Recently while 
looking through a hook on 
techniques of sexual intercourse, 
I ran across a part on the 
importance of contact between 
the perns and the clitoris during 
intercourse There was an 
accompanying diagram which 
showed this, and it appeared 
that m order for ibis to he 
achieved, the penis would need 
to he bent or curved upward at a 
considerable angle in order Co 
make contact with the clitoris 
Mine curves slightly downward, 
and I wondered if this is 
abnormal*
Answer: The overwhelming 
majority o f  penises are hinged at 
the point where they are 
attached to the body and have 
no difficulty in bending upward 
There is considerable anatomic 
variation from person to person 
Unfortunately, this variation 
o f i e n  t a  u ses an  in d iv id u a l  
needless concern It is very, very 
rare that an anatomic 
abnormality prevents adequate 
sexual functioning When this 
occurs, there is almost always a 
solution sometimes requiring no 
more than a little imagination 
and experimentation
Question: / have been getting 
large open sores on my breast. 
Also I have small dark bumps on 
the nipples and several long dark 
hairs growing in the area. 
Someone told me it could be 
breast cancer
Also, is there any truth to the 
story that you can get morning
sickness when you ham' your 
period* I always feel like Tm 
going to throw up, and I have 
diarrhea and rectal bleeding just 
before I never have cramps
Answer: .Most breast cancers 
appear in the form of firm, 
painless lumps, often deep in the 
breast and not freely movable 
What you describe sounds more 
hke a dermatitis or skin 
infection Small dark bumps on 
the nipples and the appearance
hair in this region is part of 
the normal anatomy You 
should see a physician for an 
examination and advice as to 
how to treat the sores before 
they get worse
Many women have the exact 
same symptoms you describe 
along with their periods. That is. 
except for the rectal bleeding 
The overwhelming odds are that 
the rectal bleeding is due to 
bermorrhoids or some other 
condition in that area, there is a 
liny chance that it may be due 
to endometriosis Fndometnosis 
is a rare developmental 
circumstance in which uterine 
tissue appears in unexpected 
places. When this happens, these 
islands o f uterine wall bleed 
periodically in the rest o f the 
uterus as they arc under the 
same hormonal control. Thus, 
rectal bleeding would occur i f  
you have such a condition in the 
anal area. The same physician 
who looks at your breasts should 
be able to help you with this 
problem too.
Editor Sought
The newspaper board is now 
accepting applications for the 
position of l.anthoi/i Editor.
According to the constitution 
of the newspaper board, the 
responsibilities of the editor are: 
that he "shall be responsible for 
ed itin g  the publication, 
m a in ta in in g  p u b lica tio n  
sch ed u le , overall copy 
supervision, and direct the 
editorial policy of the paper.”
A pp lications may be 
submitted to Brad Jones at the 
Student Activities office in Lake 
Michigan Hall. They should be in 
prior to 4:00 pm, Dec. 8. 
Applications should include: a 
statement of editorial policy; a 
statement of management 
policy; a resume’ of journalistic 
expenence, if any; and whatever
else the applicant wishes to 
include. The board will 
personally interview applicants 
Dec 10
The position of Business 
Manager is also open. 
Applications for that position 
may also be submitted to Brad 
Jones. The newspaper board will
make a decision on that job at a 
later date.
Both positions are open to 
any full time GVSC student. The 
Editor is paid $350 per term, the 
Business Manager $300 per term
The current Editor has 
resigned due to personal 
financial problems. The position 
of Business Manager has been 
vacant since the beginning of the 
school year.
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Breaking Up
by Ken Sc he per*
Ihomas Jefferson College has 
been flooded u .ih  applications 
for quite some time now, ya 
know. Because of these 
longstanding applicants, there 
has been difficulty in making the 
decision of whether or not to 
grow in size. Negative feelings 
to w a r d  o v e r-p o p u la tio n  
prevailed because of the 
possibility of inviting an 
impersonal atmosphere that 
tends to exist at large 
universities The prospect of TJC 
becoming elitist by remaining 
small was also unappealing. 
(Being a state-supported college 
in the conservative mid-west it 
would not do for the 
Jeffersonian’s to become 
p r e s u m p tu o u s  in the 
socio-academe circle.)
Unable to come to a 
unanimous decision, the faculty 
took the problem to the Town 
Meeting (faculty and students). 
The Town Meeting took into 
consideration that an expansion 
would enable TJC to acquire 
a d d ito n a l  fa c u lty  and 
performing artist -  complying 
with TJC students’ range of 
interest. After weighing all 
foreseeable pros and cons the 
Town Meeting approved the 
expansion.
With the increase in the 
number of students will come an 
increase in the number of TIC's. 
Two units known as TJC i and 
TJC 11 are now being formed out 
of the existing college. A third 
unit will come into being with 
the addition of more students. 
Tne faculty are in the process of 
being divided into two
hom ogenous u n its  (ie;
m usic ians, psychologists, 
scientists in each unit). This will 
prevent specialization in any one 
unit.
Next fall TJC I and II will be 
located in Huron Hall and 
Seidman House. A blueprint of a 
domed building, housing three 
separate wings has been
approved by the GVSC Board of
Control and is now pending the 
action to be taken by the state 
legislature.
After a student is admitted to 
TJC. he (she) will be assigned to 
a unit and will take the majority 
of his (her) classes in that unit. 
Crossing over to another unit 
will be encouraged for 
twenty-five percent of a 
student’s classes. Beginning next 
fall each of the two units will 
have 250 students and then 
growing to 300 students apiece 
with IS faculty assigned to a 
unit. There will be individual 
Town Meetings for the 
individual units with a chairman
A R T  F O R  T H E  
EXCEPTIONAL, a new book by 
Chester J. Alkema is dedicated 
hy the author to “exceptional 
children everywhere, whose 
creative talents are waiting to be 
discovered, explored and 
expressed; and to their teachers, 
whose patience, love and 
understanding provide the 
p rn n e r a tm o sp h ere  for
self-expression in art . . . ”
“The great challenge of 
teaching the exceptional child 
necessitates a constant search for 
new methods . . Alkema 
states in his introduction and 
proceeds into chapters of ideas, 
photographic illustrations, and 
s im p le  d ire c tio n s  fo r
developmental art projects for 
p h y s ic a lly  h an d icap p ed , 
emotionally disturbed, juvemlle 
delinquent, deaf, gifted, blind.
presiding over each unit. Still to 
continue but with less frequency 
will be the overall TJC Town 
Meeting. The chairman and a 
student representative of each 
unit will report to the dean at 
specified intervals.
No particular expectations 
are looked for from any of the 
units, it is felt that the growth 
that occurs will be organic. Since 
TJC does put faith in organic- 
growth not much emphasis will
be placed on preplanning of any 
given unit, instead there will be a 
continuation of the self 
determination that TJC has been 
built around.
and mentally retarded children.
A R T  F O R  T H E  
EXCEPTIONAL is a composite 
of ideas compiled through 
research and experiences with 
exceptional children, teachers 
and future teachers at Michigan 
State University and Grand 
Valley State College. It has been 
published by Pruett Publishing 
Co.. Boulder. Colorado.
Author Alkcrr.a holds the 
A.B. degree from Calvin College, 
and the M.A. and M.F.A. degrees 
from Michigan State. His 
teaching career in art has 
included M.S.U., the Wyoming 
public school system, and his 
present position as assistant 
professor of art at Grand Valley 
State College. He is listed in the 
latest edition of WHO’S WHO IN 
AMERICAN ART. He lives at 
631 Alger, SE, Grand Rapids.
Alkema writes 
e n
Exceptional Kids
lETTER 10 INI EDITOR
Dear Editor,
This letter is to inform 
students of Grand Valley, 
especially Freshman, of the 
presence of a group of 
experim ental posters. These 
posters are located in the 
Commons, and else where on 
campus, the one in the 
Commons being on the General 
Announcement Board.
They wcic placed iiicic to 
call attention to Community 
Council, and to inform 
Freshman that 1 am 'here 
representative. The reason for 
this was a) out of 1224 
Freshman attend ng this 
college, only 82 voted for there 
s t u d e n t  re p re se n ta tiv e s , 
d e f i n i t e l y  la c k  o f  
communication or apathy?, b) 
students don't realize that the 
actions of Community Council 
affect the r-hole student 
community, and c) due to lack 
a t communication between all 
factions o f this campus, events 
and activities go unhearided. 
Them phis other pfobfeuis 
plague the college, bat them are
placed the posters as I did.
The remarks that have come 
in have been generally good, but 
of course there are people on 
campus, and there probably 
always will be, that think i’m 
trying to inflate my ego, or 
establish my conceit. I feel that 
if that’s what they want to 
believe, fine. I’m not trying to 
change anybody’s views, I just 
want to know what in the hell 
they are!
I’m trying to represent a 
1200 member body the best I 
can, and in order to do that 1 
must know what they want and 
feel. Hence, the picture, poster, 
and suggestion box.
In closing, 1 would iike io say 
thanks to a number of people 
who were sincere in their 
requests and suggestions. The 
following comments are for 
these people. 1 am looking inlet 
why the handball courts are not 
completed yet, and am happy to  
announce (it really doesn’t need 
announcing because it’s rather
evident) that an 
Between the bridge 
Hall is finally being
path
uron
to
done about the massive potholes 
in the fieldhouse parking lot, 
(the one we lose two or three 
VW’s everyday in).
To Chicano’s and minority 
members of this campus, there 
are people wo king on the 
problem of minority entrance’s 
right now, so please keep in 
touch.
Oh yes, to those who just, 
“ don’t know,” or think my 
“ flares are to short,” or that I 
need a “new deordorant.” I 
would just like to say, keep the- 
comments coming in and if at all 
possible 1 will write an editorial 
at the end of the year, with all 
your favorite suggestions, like, 
“ the war of 1812 is not 
f in is h e d ,”  . .  ” FK-Off” . .  .etc.
TO THOSE INTERESTED, 
TELEPHONE MESSAGES MAY 
BE LEFT AT EXCO OFFICES, 
EXT. 261, OR YOU MAY 
PLACE YOUR EXTENSION 
N U M B E R  O N  T H E  
SUGGESTION MESSAGE AND 
I WILL CONTACT YOU. Thank 
you.
Sincerely, 
Jodi Austin
L J  ln  v ANOS RISE UP at GVSC
P ic tu re d  from left  to right a r e :  M a n u e l  
l inos John Ybarrai L a r ry  G o n z a  le sf 
Richara Campos, and Rosa Frag a
I A, ■» tlAtl L f»AM> Nlkal « i  • TTIIdl a x IMVtlllM
is? Not too many people on 
('•rand Valley State College do. 
Thai is why the group called 
Chicanos On Campus has been 
formed "Chieano" to these 
people does not mean nisi a 
matter ol ancestry, it is more an 
“awareness ot the situation Shat 
they're in and the desire to 
change it."
In l ‘>f»7 there were exactly 
three Chicanos on campus In 
the four years since then the 
number has grown to 15. which 
is 4(V" ol the total students 
One of the groups goals is to 
enlighten Grand Valley State 
College to their existence and 
also to reach the point of 
prominence where they will be 
given the same recognition that 
other minority groups such as 
Blacks, have been granted
The first formal action of the 
group was to present the
Bv Barb Beaton
showing ol the him, “Salt ol 
The Earth" and along with the 
film various speakers which 
included a member of their 
organization, a United harm 
Worker and an actress from the 
film
"We want to make the 
Institution ((hand Valley I
formally aware ot the Chieano 
population We want an 
awareness ot the Chieano
minority situation as well as in
conmnclion with the Black 
minority situation "
Meetings ot the Chieano
group are held every week with 
extra meetings coming up during 
the week Anyone interested in 
attending these meetings should 
first contact a member ot the 
group 1 he following people 
who may be contacted for 
further information are: Manuel 
Salines, S‘>S-oo4S, John Ybarra, 
45b-?o4f>, and Key Carrasco, 
4 5 5 -jo in ._________
Doctor Claims Planned 
Parenthood Promotes
By M arJi A m n ia Promiscuity
On October 5, Planned 
Parenthood, which is affiliated 
with the Kent Cour'.y Health 
Department, opened a new clinic 
on the Grand Valley campus. 
The clinic provides birth control 
information, tests for V.D., and 
several forms of contraceptives. 
There is a doctor and a nurse on 
the stuff.
T h is  c c r. tc i is a
self-supporting center. The girls 
who use this center pay a $5.00 
membership fee and 50c for a 
m o n t h l y  s u p p ly  o f  
c o n t r a c e p t iv e s .  P lanned 
Parenthood pays for the doctor 
and the nurse who are the only 
professional members of the 
staff. The rest of the staff is 
made up of volunteers, some of 
which are active participants in 
RAP (Rational Approach to 
Population.)
Many girls arc taking 
advantage of the service. On any 
one night, the doctor can see 
only 20 girls. They can sign up 
to see the doctor from 5:30 to 
7:00. He arrives at 7:00 and the 
examination of patients begin. 
Old patients arc seen first. 
Although there arc some old 
patients, many new one also 
come in each Tuesday. Girls who 
attend the other Planned 
Parenthood clinics in Grand 
Rapids have switched to this one 
on campus. The clinic seems to 
be go i ng well and it- is 
expected that many girls will 
take advantage of the services.
Only one problem seems to 
have arisen. What will the clinic 
do in the summer? Planned 
Parenthood will keep the clinic 
going if there are enough girls in 
the summer to use the clinic and 
to serve as volunteers. If there is 
not enough girls, supplies will he 
given in the spring to last 
through the summer or else the 
patient may go to the other 
centers located in Grand Rapids.
Planned Parenthood uses the 
campus Health Center facilities. 
The staff at the Health center, 
though, is not very enthusiastic 
about the program. The doctor. 
Dr. Knieler, feds that Planned 
P a r e n t h o o d  p r o m o t e s  
promiscuity in females and 
greater feeling o f guilt because 
o f it. He also feels the Planned 
Parenthood by giving «•*  
different forms o f contraceptives 
has not helped the problem of 
frequent pregnancies- He dted a
study made at Wayne State 
University that found during the 
last fifteen years the fear of 
pregnancy by girls has decreased 
due to the pill. But the actual 
number of pregnancies has 
increased and the incidence of 
venereal disease has also 
in c reased  to  epedem ic 
proportions
The nurses on the staff also 
pointed out that the girls suffer
mentally because cf the
progr a m. They feel that
P lanned Parenthood, by
supplying contraceptives to girls,
promotes promiscuity. The
nurses were also concerned 
about the volunteers who work 
at the clinic. They felt that 
possibly syringes and other 
medicai supplies which are kept 
at the Health Center might be 
taken and used by unauthorized 
people.
It should be pointed out that 
Grand Valley did give its 
p e rm ission  fo r Planned 
Parenthood to set up a clinic on 
campus. Several reasons were 
given for opening the center, one 
of which is the fact that many 
G.V.S.C. girls are using other 
Planned Parenthood facilities.
Also, RAP was very instrumental 
in getting tne center on 
campus. They talked to Dr. 
Woody, who ialcr met with 
P l a n n e d  P a r e n t h o o d  
representatives. It was decided
to subcontract the Health Center 
space to Fianned Parenthood 
and the college would have no 
part in it other than the decision 
to let Planned Parenthood use 
college space.
Dr. Woody has stated that 
there  is absolutely no 
documentation of correlation 
between birth control services 
and promiscuous behavior on 
the part of students. He pointed 
out that the clinic is beneficial 
to the mental health of Grand 
Valley students because of the 
reduction of anxiety that 
students might undergo without 
birth control counseling.
In the past, many people 
have felt the college’s Health 
facilities would not or could not 
face up to the reality of 
prc-marital sex on campus. 
Students with problems in
#Kic qr0Q /’/Mtlri •»/>♦ ftn/1
lilto aivu vvwiu n v t  iiiiu  iiivuivtil
help or advice on campus. It is 
hoped that the Planned 
Parenthood clinic will help solve 
that problem.
Calvin Poets 
Here Today
On November I Ith three 
Grand Valley poets. Greinke, 
Lane and Barcnurcchi, read iheir 
works at Calvin College. The 
event was sponsored by the 
Calvin W rite r’s Guild. By way of 
r e t u r n i n g  t he  g e stu re . 
AMARANTHUS MAGAZINE:, 
the GVSC literary journal, is 
sponsoring a reading to be given 
on this campus by three of the 
Calvin poets. The readers will be 
Robert Swets. Hubert Van Tol 
and David Den Boer. These three 
poets ere members o f Calvin's 
Writer's G uid . They ary perhaps 
the best o f the group that 
n DIALOGUE
MAGAZINE. Robert Swets is 
the literary editor of THE 
CHIMES. His first collection will 
be published by Metamorphosis 
Press in late 1972. Many of his 
works are included in the 
anthology Being '71 (WCW 
1971). David Den Boer is the 
younger brother of the highly 
regarded and prize-winning poet 
James Den Boer. AH three poets 
give excellent readings and we 
are lucky to be able to  have 
them on campus.
The event wilt take place on 
Thursday, December 2nd, at one 
o’clock m room 301 Manitou 
Hall
Ken Robvt, talk show  host
C A M P U S  H A S  
T V  S H O W
by Ken Schepers
19 7 1 marked the innovation 
of student operated closed 
circuit television for G.V.S.C. 
Produced and directed by
D /xKnr* »•»•* h ♦ K« *Pi'hnW*9l• » \ » i u u i d  w  n i l  m e  i t L I l I l l l o l
assistance of Keith Anderson 
and Richard Heldmann. the 
G.V.S.C. Newsdesk developed 
into an informative and 
generally enlertaining hour each 
Monday noon J Kenneth Rabac 
with experience as a professional 
circus ringmaster served as talent 
coordinator and host of the 
successful tv program. As Rahac 
put H. "We tried to inject some 
uepin of character into a rather 
mockish superficial bovine 
(cowlike J lifestyle We were a 
neon cornstalk."
The G.V.S.C. Newsdesk 
originated as a TJC special 
studies with the Audio-Visual 
Departmeni The format for the 
show consisted of newscasting, 
entertainment, and interviews 
w ith interesting campus 
personalities. Guests included 
TJC tutor. Earl lluer. who spoke 
about the political situation in 
Pakistan and the plight of the 
Pakislani refugees. Other shows 
h o s te d  Ed R o b ertso n , 
representing World Game. Tom 
Lee. co-author of Portrait of an 
African Journey: Richard
Paschkr discussing the goals of 
Wi'iiam James College, and the
infamous Vas Dias Greinke 
encounter, where L. Eric 
Greinke accused Robert Vas 
Dias of being a member of the 
notorious poetic establishment 
David Olson, recuperating 
from wounds inflicted hy a 
radical dyke lesbian, added 
visual excitement to the 
G.V.S.C. Newsdesk with his 
impersonation of a deaf mute 
His roles consisted of Tommy 
Montevideo, loudmouth mime, 
head of cooption, co-chairman 
of classified equivocation 
s o c i e t y ;  and residen t 
meteorologist
Steve Hersey’s constipated 
conservativism  is sports 
reporting was well above the 
standard set by Ernie Orwell. 
Gary Reed, co-newscaster with 
Rabac, is believed to be highly 
revered by his affiliates tor his 
reassuring summary of the 
events on campus
In reviewing the tali media 
adventure Rahac staled that he 
was "proud and satisfied with 
the progress of the show, 
because those involved worked 
as a unit and did a fine job." 
Rahac. with his Shelly 
Bcr mani an/ Di ck  C'avellish 
appeal, definitely out-bucked 
Buck Matthews and/or Barry 
with h» lighthearted portrayal 
of a true cxstefiul broadcaster
4Rats Thrive
S p y  %9 #i# N D O in
C. J. CZARNIK
Did you know (hat lake 
Michigan Hall has rats on the 
second noor7 Don't worry, 
they’re not in the Grand 
Traverse Room hut on the other 
side of the floor, kept safely in 
cages.
The rats are used in
experiments carried out by the 
Psychology and Biology
departments Unlike their
cousins who have been made 
famous by such diseases as the 
bubonic plague, these rats are 
highly inbred strains, born and 
raised in sanitary conditions. 
These rats are considered more 
free of disease than most
students
There is some controversy
over whether ine results of 
animal behavior experiments can 
be applied to humans Mosi 
scientists agree, though, that 
much behavior has basic sources 
anti since humans cannot be 
tested with shocks or other more 
harsh experiments. they have to 
rely on animals.
In one major experiment. 
Prolessor Victor Dmitruk ol the 
Psychology Department, took
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Stupid A lb um  R e v ie w s
by Paul Johnston
twenty-esght laboratory rats and 
divided them into four groups 
Each group of rats were then 
given ten shocks each Two of 
the groups received a warning 
signal before the shocks were 
given
When the rals were older, the 
results of the experiment 
showed that the two groups who 
received the unexpected shocks 
were chronically emotional 
while the rats who received the 
warning signal before given the 
shock were not emotional until 
the warning signal was given
If the results are applied to 
human infants, it could be 
concluded that children who 
receive unexpected harsh 
punishment at an early age could 
become emotionally unstable for 
the remaindernl their lives
In a luiure experiment 
attempts will be made to show 
that shocks in early childhood 
influence actions in later life. 
Again rats will be used.
The next time you see a rat 
don’t think ol them as a curse to 
the world, hut as an animal 
helping man to understand 
himself.
Smash Vour Head Against (he Wall 
John I ntwhistle 
Deeca /)/ 79/8.1
John I ntwhistle, bass player 
extraordinaire of The Who, has 
always had sort of an inferiority 
complex about playing with 
Peter Townshend and Keith 
Moon. He finally decided to 
strike out on his own and prove 
just how good he is. In the first 
song of his 90I0 album, he says 
" I’m gonna bring you down to 
my size/Smash your head against 
the wall". That’s just what he 
proceeds to do, and the album is 
named, suprisingly enough, 
Smash Your Head Against the 
Wall.
Entwhistk, unlike another 
former boss player turned 
soloist, did not make the 
mistake of trying to do
everything on his album. 
Instead, he brought in Jerry 
Shirley to play lead guitar and 
Dave Langston to play drums, 
while confining himself to only 
p lay ing  bass, keyboards, 
tru m p e t, trombone, and 
flugelhom, doing all the vocals, 
writing all the songs, producing 
the album, and helping design 
the cover.
As a songwnler, Entwhistle is 
oniy average. although he does 
come up with an occasional real 
winner (Remember, ‘‘Boris is 
the Spider” and “ Piddle 
About"?) On this album, the 
most memorable songs would 
have to be “ Heaven and Hell", a 
rather simple song ol the 
hereafter which the Who used to 
open their show with, and “Ted 
End” which concerns a funeral 
which no one shows up for.
The musicianship is excellent. 
Oddly enough, the guitar solos 
are quite similar to those on 
T h u n d e r c l a p  N ew m an’s 
Hollywood Dream, which was 
produced by Townshend.
nn m nalitv  and■ | I I  l i i . i t  i v  • ” •  ‘ p *  ~ j
imagination in his horn playing 
put such brass oriented groups as 
Chicago right to shame, although 
the horns do get a little 
over-bearing once or twice As 
tor his bass playing, listen to the 
in tie bass solo on “Number 29
and you’ll know who’s the best.
As a singer, he’s only so-so 
But his inadequacies don’t show 
up very often because he wasn’t 
stupid enough i'> write any songs 
that he couldn’t sing. So why 
don’t all you masochists out 
there do yourself a favor and lei 
Intwhistle smash your head 
against the wall. While he's at it, 
he’ll also sing you a couple nice 
ballads and give you a musing 
barroom version of “ Rudolph 
the Red Nose Reindeer” .
Tupelo Honey
Van Momson 
Warner-Brothers 19SO
Van Morrison’s in love. And 
on his latest album he comes out 
of the experience in pretty good 
shape compared to Mick Jagger 
on the Stone’s latest album. 
Jagger was in love, too. But 
whereas Mick started out ballin' 
and ended up remorseful and 
alone, Van started out alone and 
wound up happy and drunk with 
love.
Tupelo Honey is the name of 
the album, and on it Morrison 
sings of the joy and meaning 
which comes into your life when 
you've got someone to share it 
with. Which is really nice and all. 
but thai by itself esr.net make 
the album good. After all, it is 
an album, not a book of poetry. 
And because it is an album, what 
really counts is the music, not 
the idea or the writing on the 
covet.
Musically then, Tupelo 
Honey is merely outstanding. 
Van Morrison’s voice is the 
premier attraction of course, and 
it seems to be better than ever. 
It does equally well on rock n’ 
roll songs like “Moonshine 
Whiskey”, bluesy songs like 
“You're My Woman”, and 
goofball country folk songs like 
“ I Wanna Roo You” . Morrison 
was nni> of ihe first of the odd 
voiced exprcsstonistic rock 
singers. along with Stevie 
Winwood. And now when the 
rock world is flooded with them, 
he is still one of the best.
The musical style vanes from 
song to song depending on what 
fits the particular mood or 
feeling being conveyed. The 
album s unity comes from its 
concept and Morrison’s voice. 
T h e  i n s t r u m e n t a l  
accom panim ents arc all 
adequate, but there is nothing 
particularly noteworthy. That’s 
just fine, however, because any 
virtuoso instrumental work 
would only get in the way
CAMPUS VIEW  
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If you’re going to be around 
during the holidays save this 
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any way.
Taking into consideration. 
Van Morrison has come up with 
a fine album. I hope that more 
than just Van Morrison fans will 
give it a listen, or a couple of 
listens.
Jim Carroll
A&MST4.12.1
As long as I’m reviewing 
albums, I ought to review an 
album by a newcomer, Jim 
Carroll. The reason ! ought to 
review it is that A A M sent me a 
free copy of it and told me that 
if I’d review it, they’d send me 
some more free albums. So here 
we go . .  .
I know you’re not going to 
believe this, but it’s a pretty 
good album. Carroll fits into the 
funny voiced balladeer catagory, 
which Neil Young and Elton 
John have made quite popular. 
Carroll’s voice is very distinctive, 
som etim es searching and 
y e a r n i n g ,  s o m e t i m e s  
complaining, sometimes rocking, 
always right, in a strange sort of 
way.
The songs arc short and to 
the point. Three of them are less 
than two minutes long. A few 
are really catchy tunes, to coin a 
phrase. They grab your attention 
when you’re not really listening 
and bounce arounu in your head 
after the stereo shuts off.
Carroll sings with strength. 
This strength gives depth to the 
quieter songs and real force to 
the rockers. He is backed up by 
some of the best backer uppers 
in the business. Russ Kunkel, 
David Spinozza, and Danny 
Kootch, to name a few. They all 
do a good job, giving the songs 
texture and rhvthm when 
Carroll's vocals weaken.
I t’s really a debut album to 
be proud of. It’s not all great, 
“ The Porch Song” really hurts 
and a couple others are not 
instant classics either. But the 
majority of the album is Ircsh, 
original, and most of all, good.
G ro p p i to  
S p e a k  on 
W a r and 
P o v e rty
bather James Groppi ot 
Milwaukee, active member ol 
the Peoples Coal it ton tor Peace 
and Justice, will reflect on wai. 
poverty and civil rights in Grand 
Valley State College's Sod man 
House pit area at 2 p m . Friday. 
December 3. The public is 
tnvited to attend the event, 
sponsored by GVSC's Campus 
Activities Office, free <»t charge 
At 12 noon. December 3. 
fa ther Groppi will speak at 
Fountain Street Church. Grand 
Rapids. in a talk sponsored by 
th e  G rand Rapids Junior < ollcge 
sludcnf group, STAND
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Food is
im portant in 
College Life
by Dennis Abraham 
Students and Administration 
had nothing but praise for the 
\RA operation when questioned 
this week about complaints 
received in the I ANTIIORN 
office I he complaints centered 
around reports that students 
with lood cards were being 
refused second helpings Were 
this true, it would have 
constituted a violation of the 
contract between ARA and the 
college
When asked jbout this 
possibility, Howard VandeVussc, 
Purchasing Agent for the college, 
said he had heard nothing to 
that effect. VandeVusse stated 
there had been no restrictions on 
the amount of food students 
would be served since 1966. The 
only exception to this nile is 
when steak is served. Then only 
one serving is allowed per 
student. As Purchasing Agent, 
M r. VandeVusse has a 
responsibility to keep check on 
all complaints that come to him 
concerning the ARA operation. 
To do this, VandeVussc visits 
the dining hall at least three or 
four times a week to talk with 
students.
VandeVusse is personally 
satisfied with the operation and 
service of ARA. He has eaten in 
cafeterias at Michigan State. 
University of Michigan, and 
Western Michigan as well as 
Grand Valley’s and feels our 
food is as good, if not better, 
than that of the other colleges 
He feels food is an integral part 
of college life, because without 
proper nutrition, the student can 
never hope to perform well in 
the classroom or his studies 
To insure a well balanced 
m enu . ARA.  Automatic 
Retailers of America, sends out a 
team of inspectors to evaluate 
the nutritional content of all 
food served The results of this 
computerized process is the 
check against H I W standards 
to insure to best possible 
combination of a protein, 
carbohidratcs. and tats. To meet
regional variances, the master 
menu, which comes from 
Philadelphia, is altered to best 
suit the tastes ol the students 
1 he menu is then arranged on a 
three week cycle so no duplicate 
meals are supposed to come up
in any three week period
The students on the whole 
were very satisfied with the 
ARA operation Because of this, 
none of the students interviewed 
were familiar with Mr.
VandeVussc or his willingness to 
expedite their complaints 
concerning the ARA Most 
students said they would go to 
Frv Knner, director of ARA 
operation on campus, with any 
problems they had. Many of the 
students were on a first name 
basis with Kriner.
Only one complaint was 
found to be of any proportion. 
That by black students because 
there was not enough soul food 
on the menu. Answering this 
complaint, Kriner said a full 
dinner of soul food had been 
offered cartier this term, but was 
poorly accepted. Asked of the 
possibility that the menu may 
not have been planned to suit 
student tastes, Kriner said every 
effort had been made, to the 
extent of enlisting the aid of 
Donna Bland, a black student. 
However, another soul dinner is 
being planned for February. 
Kriner is hopeful it will be 
enjoyed by all the students.
The ARA operation attempts 
to meet the needs of the student 
population not only through the 
service of food, but also by 
hiring students. Attempts are 
made a! hiring at least 10% of 
the number of people fed 
However, to work for ARA, one 
docs not necessarily have to eat 
in the dining hall Because ARA 
is a profit making organization, 
the people employed by them 
are not part of the college s 
work study program, thereby 
relieving that program of extra 
potential pressure
MUSIC WELL DONE IN TJC OPERA
WANTON
SOLICITS BUSINESS
From the basement of the 
( ’rewhouse G.V.S.t s only 
student-owncd. student-operated 
Cot tee House has opened in the 
basement of the Ocwfcousr 
again this year. Its name, the 
Wanton Woman, although not 
original, was given by the first 
two temale managers. Mary Bush 
and Adrianne Oswald The toil 
and trouble these and latter 
managers have sullered is 
another story, but the present 
manager. Michael Rosenhalm. 
has achieved a lair degree ol 
success in providing this service 
to the C..V S.C. Community, lie 
has opened if to ait students, 
tacuiiy. and administration
P r o v i d i n g  e x c e l l e n t
in s tru m e n ta l and vocal 
entertainment, a small scale 
restaurant, jnd a large variety ol 
coffees jnd teas, the Wanton 
Woman is open weekends. 
Friday, Salurday. and Sunday, 
from 8 PM til I AM teatunng 
live entertainment on the latter 
two days. Any and all are 
w elcom e ' in te rested  in 
performing and finding an outlet 
for your special talent? 
interested in hearing our finest 
entertainers7 hungry" Utorsiy? 
Or would you just like to sit 
around and rap and drink coffee 
or tea7 Do your own thing, 
create your own entertainment 
at the Wanton Woman
DOUM A
by Paul Johnston
Betorc I begin my review ol 
the F'all/Appearancc/Opcra, I 
would like to make one thing 
clear. I didn't understand it. By 
this I mean I couldn't tell 
anyone else what it was about, 
what the idea behind it was, or 
even what went on during the 
actual performance. There are 
reasons for my ignorance, which 
HI get into more later. (Because 
this is a poorly constructed 
review.) F'irst, I’d like to talk 
about my impressions of the 
play, opera, or whatever else you 
want to call it.
The opening scene was very 
impressive. The stage came from 
total blackness to a hazy half 
light, illuminating the dancers 
frozen in crouched positions. As 
the dancers began to move and 
weave and interact, the light 
slowly came up until the 
musicians also were on stage 
They didn't come out on stage 
during this time, instead, they 
were just standing there where 
they hadn't been noticeable 
before. It was a very mystical 
awakening, and very effective.
From there on out, the play 
just continued, without any real 
standout scenes or events. 
Images came and went T wenty 
dancers running helter skelter 
about the stage, and yet without 
collisions or contusion A 
solitary dancer standing fejrful 
and foresaken in the glaring 
spotlight A flute echoing in the 
background against the steady 
drone of the bass viol.
i thought inc music was the 
best part of the show. I'm just 
guessing, bui it would seem that 
Sc hoc t man learned music w hen 
la// w j s  king, because the music, 
it it wasn't pure jazz., was 
certainly derived from ja// I 
particularly liked Dan Gilmore s 
bass playing and Venable 
Minor's piano
The text or dialogue or poetry 
or whatever is quite short. It was 
printed in its entirety on the 
program. The words themselves 
are difficult to understand. The 
music and lighting and dance, 
instead of intensifying and 
clarifying and expanding the 
text, only served to cloud it and 
hide it even more.
I consider myself to be a sort 
of intelligent person, sensitive to 
the arts, and yet I couldn't 
f o l l o w  t h e  F ' a l l /  
Appearance/Opera. The fault 
may lie not so much with the 
performance as with my 
background and education, 
however Students in this 
country are brought up to
understand Shakespeare and 
Death of a Salesman and such as 
a matter of course. But who in 
high school was taught how to 
understand and appreciate 
modern dance or abstract art or 
even traditional opera? I 
certainly wasn’t. Performances 
such as the F'all/Appearancr/ 
Opera in my opinion are 
worthwhile if only because they 
expose supposedly cultured 
students to new and different 
modes of communication and 
expression And this exposure is 
essential for all students, not just 
theatre majors or music majors. 
They aren't the only people who 
need to communicate
ARABIC TO BE OFFERED
Self-instruction in beginning 
Arabic will be added to Grand 
Valley State College's foreign 
language department offerings of 
beginning and second level 
Japanese and beginning Serbo 
Croation during the college’s 
up-coming winter term.
In fo rm a tio n  concerning 
e n r o l l e m e n t  in t h e  
sc It-instruct ion programs may be 
obtained by calling Dr. t .  F. 
Gearhart, chairman of GVSC’s 
foreign language department, 
895-6611, ext. 213 or 203. or 
Grand Valley's admissions 
office, ext. 344.
Funded under a grant from
the U.S. Office of Education, 
the programs provide taped 
instructional materials to he 
used on a home tape machine or 
in the GVSC' language 
laboratory; once-a-week progress 
checks and conversation time 
with native speakers at the 
college, nd, a final evaluation by 
an outside expert. Text materials 
are made available to students at 
the GVSC Bookstore.
Dt Gearhart states. **F.ach 
self-instruction course carries 
five hours of credit, and may he 
continued in following terms 
They cannot, however, be used 
to fulfill the GVSC foreign 
language requirement.”
put n suiimminc pool 
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CHALK CIRCLE DONE WELL ** »•"......... . ■•»
WRESTLERS GEAR
by Foul NUtchwII
Good casting anil excellent 
costumes and sets were the 
hallmarks of this season's 
opening production by the 
Grand Valley College Theatre. 
CAUCASIAN CMAl K CIRCLE-:, 
the lost theatre offering in the 
new l ine Arts Center, proved to 
be a fitting spectacle to mark tIn­
coming of a new age ol theatre 
at <>rand Valley. Brecht's play, 
though sticking pretty much to 
Brechtian style, was handled 
well by its director. Laura 
Sala/ar. Up against many 
technical problems built into 
Brechtian drama, the play came 
off extremely well.
_To say that the play was
without a flaw would he unfair 
bur m  single out any individuals 
for criticism would be unkind. 
Therefore I will confine myself 
to some general remarks on the 
negative side.
The lirst three acts produced 
some tedium. The many scene 
changes essential to the play 
tended to make the scenes 
hurried and chopped up 
p roducing  a sense of 
incompleteness. The scene 
changes, themselves, were noisy 
and chaotic, which made the
audience a little restless. On the 
positive side, the actors did a 
fine job. They projected their 
parts well when one considers 
the fact that they had to fight 
against the vastness and sterility 
of an auditorium so unsuited to 
theatre as to cry out in despair 
at the powers that be. (An 
auditorium which carries the 
appearance of a slanted 
gymnasium and the appeal of 
Dachau.)
The Singer, played by John 
Aslakson. a newcomer to (irand 
Valley, was the first to overcome 
the space obstacle. His voice, a 
good one. was well suited for the 
part (which, by the way, is a 
spoken one). Bu t his was nor the 
only voice to please. Martha 
Murray, as tirusiia, was 
excellent. Both in speaking and 
singing she proved worthy of the 
part, with a gentleness which is 
rarely achieved. Providing the 
comedy in initial stages, were 
Dave Hunsberger and Tim 
Schenk as the Corporal and his 
troop. Their ribald humour 
added immeasurably to the 
action.
After the intermission the 
humour and the show belonged
to Bill Oldenberg, as Azdak, the 
immoral ludge. Oldenberg was 
magnificent although I must 
confess that I like bawdy drama. 
Alex Dolcemascolo. as Jussup. 
provided the nudity showing 
both his versatility and his body 
at the same time. Lon McCarty, 
as Lodovico, provided the 
wantonness, (alas showing little 
and suggesting more), and 
Oldenberg provided his belly. 
With those ingredients a show 
cannot miss. If there were any 
problems, they existed in the 
choruses. I have never seen so 
much fidgeting, whispering, and 
irresponsibility before. Many 
times they distracted the 
audience from the action on 
stage.
f V'rtro II ♦ !».» <L i i ■/> n
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good. Costumes and sets were 
magnificently handled by Vee 
Helton and Dick Manske 
respectively. The costumes were 
colorful and imaginative. The set 
was equal to the occasion with 
its different platforms and 
entrances, suggesting both the 
city and the mountains. It was 
an enjoyable evening and I hope 
there are more like it, to come.
FOR IMPROVED 
SEASON
With the I1)? 1-72 (irand
Valley Wrestling season due to 
begin December I, Coach Jim 
Scott has his grapplers hard at 
work. Scott looks for a great 
deal of improvement over last 
year’s squad which finished the 
season with a 5-8 dual meet 
record and a second place finish 
in the NAlA district tourney.
This years turnout of 24
includes many veterans of last
season ami several newcomers 
who are expected to fill key 
spots in the Lineup. The star!*"?, 
sijuad and their respective 
weight classes should he: Pat
Austin (118 lbs.), Fred Creager 
(126 lbs.). Bud Eggleston (!34 
lbs.), Jim Scholten <!42 lbs.), 
Kerry Kagel, transfer from JC, 
(150 lbs.), Randy Carson or 
Bruce Sutten (158 lbs.), Gary 
Chopp (167 lbs.), Tom Hooker 
and Frank Post (alternating at 
cither 177 lhs. or 190 lbs.), and 
either Randy Brinks or Keith 
Kreig at Heavyweight. Other 
freshmen expected to help the 
si|uad are: Jim Warner (142-150 
lbs.), J.C. Carter (1 18-1 26), and
o f  C c r f M i t h j A x :
i
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John Hawks ( 134-142).
Scott points to improved 
depth and experience as the 
prime reasons for improving this 
years squad. Scott also praised 
the squads willingness to work, 
as many have been conditioning 
since the beginning of fall term 
in September. The squad will 
need all the work it can get, 
however, as Scott, in his efforts 
to improve the wrestling 
program, has dropped several 
schools from the schedule who 
were easy victims of the Lakers 
last year, in their piacc, Semi 
has added several schools 
considerably tougher than Grand 
Valley. This policy may not 
make for a good season record 
hut in the long run it is the 
surest method for improving the 
competitive level of the entire 
wrestling program.
Wrestling is one of, if not the, 
toughest of competitive sports. 
What these dedicated young men 
go through in practice sessions 
may be described as something 
just short of pure hell. They 
deserve your support.
THE SCHEDULE
Dec. I
Dec. 11
Jan. 2S 
Jan. 28 
Feb. 2 
Feb. 5 
Feb. 9 
Feb. 11 
Feb. 16 
Feb. 19 
Feb. 25 
29
Albion
At Kalama/oo 
(DBL Dual-Nortre Dame) 
Michigan Collegiate Tourney 
at F .M.U.
Calvin
f:erris
Saginaw Valley
G. ’» J.C. Tourney
Hope
Wayne
Olivet
At Findlay, Ohio
Hillsdale & Wisconsin Parksidc
At Saginaw Valley
7:30
2:00
10:00 AM 
7:30 
7:30 
6 00 
Noon 
7:30 
7:00 
7:30 
2:30 
6:00 
6:00
HARRIERS FINISH SEVENTH 
IN DISTRICT MEET
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Grand Valley concluded its 
I <171 cross country season by 
traveling to Oxford, Ohio for the 
District no. 5. Federation Cross 
Country- Championship, only to 
finish last in the seven team 
field.
The host school Miami 
University captured the team 
championship with 29 points, by 
placing their five runners in the 
top seven. Second was Ohio 
University with 48 points, 
followed by the University of 
Cincinnati with 70, Cumberland 
(Ky) College with 99, Hillsdale 
College with 136. Spring Arbor 
146. and Grand Valley with 176.
The individual title winner 
over the five mile course, was 
Curtis Griffith of Miami with a 
time of 25:23. Ron Stapleton 
from the University of 
Cincinnati was second (25:26), 
third was Bill Haviiand of Ohio 
University (25:28).
Leading the way for Grand 
Valley was Jim Darcy, who 
finished 28th in a time of 28:46. 
Right behind was Bill Vogt, 30th 
(28:56), followed by Tom 
DePoy 36th (30:16), Charles 
Taylor 40th, (31:19) and
Rodger McLain 42nd (31:31). 
Coach ('linger expects all five of 
his runners back next year as 
four of them are freshman.
RAP SESSION
Varsity Basketball Coach 
Dave Sharphorn has expressed 
an interest in meeting with any 
students who may have 
com m ents, questions. or 
complaints concerning varsity 
games Coach Sharphorn will he 
willing to meet each Monday-
through the basketball season 
from 12-1 in one of the lower 
floor classrooms in I he
f i e ldhouse.  All students 
interested are urged to attend 
these  Monday meetings
beginning Dec. 6.
JENISON
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
MliWAUKit
By Bill Jerow
On Saturday, November 13, 
Grand Valley closed out the 
football season by absorbing a 
64-0 beating at the hands of 
Mope College. It was a iong, cold 
afternoon for the Lakers who 
just couldn’t seem to 
avoid critical mistakes both 
offensively and defensively.
Farly in the 1st quarter it 
looked as if mistakes were the 
object of the game as neither 
team was able to mount any 
kind of successful offense. Hope 
finally got rolling later in the 
quarter, however it was difficult 
to determine if Hope was really 
that good or Grand Valley that 
poor.
Despite having played nearly 
a full season, the Lakers’ 
inexperience was the noticeable 
cause of their demise. The 
inability to adjust, particularly 
on defense was the lcey reason 
Hope was able to run up the 
score as they diu. The fact is, 
despite 665 yards total offense, 
Hope was not that impressive a 
team. That the area’s news 
media nlaved up the Hope 
victory with such high praise 
only seemed to emphasize the 
“bush-league’’ impression this 
reporter received watching the 
game. The level of poor 
taste would be the same as if 
the Detroit Lions boasted about 
a win over Slippery Rock.
Perhaps it was to be expected 
after Hope’s first two scores in 
the first period there seemed to 
be something of a letdown on 
the part of the Lakers. Attitude 
is an important part of any 
football success and it is nearl> 
impossible to win when you 
expect defeat. Grand Valley 
might have been accused of 
having such an attitude coming 
into the game, and the results 
certainly showed on the 
scoreboard. No one person can 
justifiably bear the burden for 
such an attitude but it will 
certainly be one of Coach 
Collins’ major problems in the 
years ahead. The difficulty of 
establishing a solid football 
program, more than evident 
prior to this season, has taken on 
added dimensions with the kind 
of defeats Grand Valley has 
experienced in its first season. It 
should be pointed out, however, 
that the Lakers do have some 
fine fooibaii piayers. Their losses 
this first year were to be 
expected but if improvement is 
to be made in the future several 
items need immediate attention. 
The first and most important 
problem is the inexcusable lack 
of a home football field. That 
the Lakers were forced to play 
all their games on the ro a d 
certainly didn’t help the team at 
all. In addition, the ability to 
recruit talented players is
seriously hindered by this glaring 
deficiency. Football doesn’t 
need a palace. Grand Valley, 
utilizing its present facilities, 
could certainly construct an 
adequate field at relatively 
minor expense. If Grand Valley 
could raise enough money for a 
television station it can certainly 
find a way to finance this 
relatively inexpensive, though 
much needed, facility.
Perhaps the second most 
critical probelm at this point is, 
as I mentioned before, the need
fact that Grand Valley finished 
this first season without a single 
win may perhaps hurt further 
recruitment of tootbaii taieni 
and hinder the full development 
of the players we now have. 
Coach Collins had some 
monumental problems prior to 
this season, few of which have 
been alleviated at this point. One 
man cannot build a program by 
himself. Further development 
now hinges on the help he does 
or does not receive from the 
school’s administration.
STATISTICS
GVSt h o p k
First Downs 7 35
Yards Rushing 124 534
Yards Passing 0 131
Total Offense 124 665
Return Yardage 150 57
Punts 1/36.0 7/26.9
Fumbles Lost I 3
Pe alties 5/31 5/65
SCORING
Hope 15 31 6 12 64
G.V.S.C. 0 0 0 0 0to avoid a defeatist attitude. The
FRO SH  LOSE 
FIRST T W O
CAGERS DEFEATED
IN TOURNAMENT
Grand Valley’s Freshman 
baskeibaii team ran into some 
tough competition in their 2 
inaugural games this season. 
Playing in the Aquinas Freshman 
Invitational Tournament, the 
Lakers were beaten 97-71 by 
Grand Rapids J.C. and the 
following night were defeated by 
Davenport 92-90.
Against J.C. in the first game 
the young Lakers were the 
victims of their own mistakes as 
the Raiders used a pressing 
defense to keep Grand Valley 
off balance. The Lakers used 
their height well to dominate the 
backboards but simply made too 
many ba" control errors. Mark 
Oiesnavage ieu G.V.S.C. in
scoring with 21, and Oiesnavage 
and Kim Griffin shared 
rebounding honors scoring 7 
apiece. Five players hit double 
figures for J.C. led by Robinson 
with 22.
In the game against 
Davenport, Grand Valley had 
built a comfortable lead only to 
see it rapidly evaporate when 
C o ach  S pringer began 
substituting. Springer reinserted 
his starters but Davenport had 
gained momentum while the 
Lckers had cooled off Four 
players hit double figures, 
Oiesnavage once again the leader 
with 17. Davenport, led by 
Willimas’ 37 points had balanced 
scoring with 5 of 6 players 
hitting double figures.
THE SCORING
GVSC FG FT Tout
Norrii 4 2 10
Brown 2 2 •
Harpor 4 9 •
Griffin 4 1 •
om n w an • a 21
TvOVaWBrv f 2 4
LaBron 1 0 2
Zprtn 1 • 2
Mason 2 a •
G.R.J.C. FG FT TOUI
Robinson 7 a 22
Kuzmtcr 0 0 0
Numnwl • 0 14
Mar«i« 2 0 4
Root 7 a 17
Worm • % 17
Lamberts 2 • 4
Fanafc 3 s 11
Comma *4 a 9 •
aa 21 27
r A n n t  i / n u r  c a i / in o cw u n i  5w> SSSgS
. . . and still have the best lift* 
insurance* program money can 
buy. Let Northwestern Mutual 
Lite, national leader in low net 
c o s t ,  help you. Remember, the 
earlier you begin, the lower 
the premium, and lhe sooner 
cash value stalls to build.
NORTHWTSTLRN MUTUAL IIII 
MILWAUKEE
There is a difference . . .  
and the difference grows
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The Bookstore
QUESTION: Should I Sell My 
Books or Build a Personal 
Library? ANSWER: Do Both. Of 
Course
Certainly, we must think of 
the future and select references 
and sources that have lasting 
value and build a foundation of 
information in the field that 
challenges our thinking.
However, this does not mean 
that every title are buy should be 
placed on the shelf mgirrilrw of 
the subject or the reason why 
the book was written. Hundreds 
of books on this campus have 
value m 1971 and 1972: but 
they were written for current
reading and not for reference or 
future source o f information.
Our personal library should 
be a selection o f books and not a 
heterogenous collection that will 
lead to confusion; and finally, to 
the waste paper collector 
because there is no real value in 
the old editions.
Our book so re supplies a 
Krvice to  students and faculty 
so that dollars will be paid for 
books that have no place on our 
library shelf.
An international wholesaler 
accepts the risk o f locating 
coheres who will purchase these 
books. Often while searching for 
another adoption the books arc
revised and are o f no value. The 
top value for texts and 
references must depend on:
1. Copyright date -  how 
old?
2. Wide usage -  how many 
adoptions recorded?
3. Supply and demand -  
what quantity already in stock 
from previous buys?
A textbook has a short selling 
life, therefore we will receive a 
higher price today than next 
month or later.
The ash we receive will help 
pay for books o f permanent 
value in the field o f our major 
study.
